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Abstract— Scene understanding from images is a challenging
problem encountered in autonomous driving. On the object
level, while 2D methods have gradually evolved from computing
simple bounding boxes to delivering finer grained results like
instance segmentations, the 3D family is still dominated by
estimating 3D bounding boxes. In this paper, we propose a novel
approach to jointly infer the 3D rigid-body poses and shapes of
vehicles from a stereo image pair using shape priors. Unlike previous works that geometrically align shapes to point clouds from
dense stereo reconstruction, our approach works directly on
images by combining a photometric and a silhouette alignment
term in the energy function. An adaptive sparse point selection
scheme is proposed to efficiently measure the consistency with
both terms. In experiments, we show superior performance of
our method on 3D pose and shape estimation over the previous
geometric approach and demonstrate that our method can also
be applied as a refinement step and significantly boost the
performances of several state-of-the-art deep learning based
3D object detectors. All related materials and demonstration
videos are available at the project page https://vision.
in.tum.de/research/vslam/direct-shape.

I. INTRODUCTION
3D scene understanding is a fundamental task with
widespread applications in robotics, augmented reality and
autonomous driving. For autonomous vehicles it is critical
to observe the poses and 3D shapes of other cars for
navigation planning and control. Yet the inference of such
object properties from images is a challenging task due to
camera projection, variability in view-point, appearance and
lighting condition, transparent or reflective non-lambertian
surfaces on cars, etc. The community therefore has so far
mainly cogitated upon estimating bounding boxes which only
contain coarse information on the object poses and sizes.
Although with the advances in computer vision 2D object
detection has gradually evolved to delivering finer grained
results such as instance segmentations, 3D methods are still
focusing on estimated bounding boxes.
In this paper, we address joint 3D rigid-body pose estimation and shape reconstruction from a single stereo image pair
using 3D shape priors, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Shape priors
allow for confining the search space over possible shapes and
make vision based pose and shape estimation more robust
to effects such as occlusion, lighting conditions or reflective
surfaces. We use volumetric signed distance functions (SDF)
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Fig. 1: We propose to jointly estimate 3D vehicle poses and shapes
directly on image intensities using shape priors. Top: The initial and
our estimated 3D poses and shapes in 3D. Note that the LiDAR
point clouds are only for visualization and are not used in our
method. Bottom: The input image and its overlay with our results.

to implicitly represent the shape of exemplar car models
and a linear low-dimensional subspace embedding of the
shapes. While previous works made it possible to align the
3D shape geometrically to point clouds estimated by stereo
reconstruction [1], [2], we infer shapes and poses directly
from images, thus avoid introducing the errors from stereo
matching into the pipeline. In our case, the shape prior is
aligned with detected cars in stereo images using photometric
and silhouette consistency constraints which we formulate as
a non-linear least squares problem and optimize using the
Gauss-Newton method. Experiments demonstrate superior
performance of our method over the previous approach that
uses geometric alignment with dense stereo reconstructions.
Moreover, as learning based 3D object detectors have become more popular, we also show that our method can be
applied as a refinement step that significantly boosts the
performances of all the tested methods.

In summary, our contributions are:
• A novel approach for joint 3D pose and shape estimation that delivers more precise and fine grained results
than 3D bounding boxes that are commonly estimated
by most of the current methods.
• Our approach works directly in image space and thus
avoids introducing errors from intermediate steps. It delivers superior performance over the previous approach
that uses a geometric formulation for alignment.
• A fully differentiable formulation that operates directly
between image and SDF based 3D shape embedding.
• Our method can be applied together with state-of-theart learning based approaches and significantly boosts
the performances of all the tested methods.
II. R ELATED W ORK
3D object detection. Many successful object detectors
have been focusing on localizing objects by 2D bounding
boxes [3]–[7] and later by segmentation masks [8]–[10] in
images. As object detection in 2D matures, the community
starts to target at the much more challenging 3D object detection task [11]–[19]. Chen et al. [12] present 3DOP that first
generates 3D object proposals in stereo reconstructions and
then scores them in the 2D image using Faster-RCNN [4].
By combining the 3D orientations and dimensions regressed
by a network with 2D geometric constraints, Mousavian
et al. [15] largely improve the stability and accuracy of
3D detection. While recent deep learning based methods
continue to boost the quality of the estimated 3D bounding
boxes [16]–[18], Kundu et al. [19] first propose to use a
network to regress the 3D pose and shape at the same time,
yet the shape is not evaluated in their paper. At the current
stage, learning based approaches still can only provide a
coarse estimate of the object pose and shape. Moreover, it
is an open research question how to assess the quality of
learning based detections. Optimization based methods can
refine coarse detections and introspect the quality of the fit of
the measurements to the model. We believe that is where they
come to the stage. Based on the coarse 3D poses estimated
by the learning based approaches, our optimization pipeline
jointly refines the poses and estimates precise 3D shapes,
which contain much more information than 3D bounding
boxes and we believe are more useful for applications such
as obstacle avoidance and new view synthesis.
3D scene understanding. The availability of large-scale
3D model databases, capable 3D object detectors and fast
rendering techniques have spawned novel interest in the use
of geometric methods for 3D scene understanding. SalasMoreno et al. [20] integrate object instances into RGB-D
SLAM. The object instances are included as additional nodes
in pose graph optimization which finds a consistent camera
trajectory and object pose estimate. Geiger and Wang [21]
infer 3D object and scene layout from a single RGB-D
image by aligning CAD object models with the scene. The
approach in [22] detects cars using a CNN-based detector,
estimates dense depth using multi-view stereo and aligns a
3D CAD model to the detected car using depth and silhouette

constraints. Closely related to our approach, Engelmann et
al. [1], [2] use 3D shape embeddings to determine pose and
shape of cars which are initially detected by 3DOP [12].
They also embed volumetric signed distance fields (SDF)
of CAD models using PCA and formulate a non-linear least
squares problem. Their data term, however, relies on a dense
stereo reconstruction and measures the distance of reconstructed points to the object surface. It is thus susceptible to
the errors of the black-box stereo reconstruction algorithm.
Our approach does not require dense stereo matching but
directly fits 3D SDF shape embeddings through photometric
and silhouette alignment to the stereo images. While silhouette alignment has been used previously to align 3D object
models [23]–[25], these methods mainly focus on controlled
settings such as only one dominated object appears in the
image. By combining silhouette alignment with photometric
alignment and explicitly addressing occlusions, we target at
the much more challenging real-world traffic scenarios.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Notations
Throughout this paper, p and X respectively denote image
pixels and 3D points. Subscripts o and c define coordinates in
object and camera coordinate system. 3D rigid body transformations Tba = [Rba , tba ; 0, 1] ∈ SE(3) transforms coordinates
from system a to system b, where R and t are the 3D
rotation matrix and translation vector. In our optimization,
3D poses are represented by their twist coordinates in Liealgebra ξ ∈ se(3) and 3D shapes are represented by a
SDF voxel grid Φ. PCA is performed to embed 3D shapes
into a low dimensional space [1], [2] and thus each shape
can be represented by Φ(z) = Vz + Φmean , where V
is the transpose of the subspace projection matrix, z the
shape encoding vector and Φmean the mean shape of the
gathered object set. The SDF value of a location within
the 3D grid is obtained by trilinear interpolation to achieve
subvoxel accuracy. While more sophisticated nonlinear shape
encodings like Kernel PCA and GP-LVM [26]–[31] exist, we
find for cars the PCA model is sufficient. Nevertheless, our
formulation is agnostic to the shape representation, thus can
be easily adopted for other SDF based shape encodings.
B. System Overview
An overview of our system is shown in Fig. 2. Given a
stereo frame with the object segmentations in both images,
the quality of the current estimate of the object pose and
shape can be measured by two energy terms: (1) by projecting the current shape to both images, a silhouette alignment
term Esilh measures the consistencies of the projections
with the corresponding segmentation masks; (2) object pixels
in the left image are warped to the right image and the
photometric consistency term Ephoto measures the color
differences. Based on domain knowledge, we add priors
terms on the object pose and shape. Our final energy function
combines the terms above and is optimized using the GaussNewton method. In the following we present the details of
each energy term.

Fig. 2: System overview. As input our method takes a stereo frame Il , Ir , an initial object pose Tinit , the learned mean shape Φmean , and
the object segmentation masks Ml , Mr . Based on the current pose and shape, the object is projected to Il and Ir and the consistencies
between the projections and the segmentation masks are measured by the silhouette alignment residuals rsilh (Sec.III-C). Meanwhile, the
object pixels in Il can be warped to Ir . The color consistencies are measured by the photometric consistency residuals rphoto (Sec.IIID). The two terms together with the prior terms (Sec.III-E) are formulated as a non-linear energy function and optimized using the
Gauss-Newton method. As output, our method delivers refined object pose Test and shape Φest .

C. Silhouette Alignment Term
The silhouette alignment term measures the consistency
between the image segmentation masks Ml/r and the object
masks obtained by projecting the 3D SDF shape embedding
Φ into the images based on its current shape and pose
estimate. Denoting the value of the shape projection mask at
pixel p by π(Φ, p) (details later) which holds values close
to 1 inside and 0 outside the object, the consistency with
Ml/r can be expressed by
1 X l/r
l/r
Esilh =
rsilh (p),
(1)
|Ω|
p∈Ω

l/r
rsilh (p) = −log π(Φ, p)pf g (p) + (1 − π(Φ, p))pbg (p) ,
(2)
where Ω is the set of the pixels of this object instance,
pf g and pbg are the foreground and background probabilities
from Ml/r . Ideally, if at p the shape projection coincides
with the object segmentation, the value inside the log is close
to 1, leading to a small silhouette alignment residual rsilh (p);
Otherwise the value inside the log is a positive number close
to 0, resulting in a large rsilh (p). Examples of the silhouette
alignment residuals in the left and right images are shown
in the middle of Fig. 2 (higher residuals are denoted in red).
Our requirement on the shape projection function π(Φ, p)
is its differentiability wrt. Φ and p. Inspired by [25], [30],
we define it as
Y
1
π(Φ, p) = 1 −
,
(3)
Φ(X
)ζ + 1
o
e
X
o

where Xo are sampled 3D points along the ray through
the camera center and p, ζ is a constant that defines the
smoothness of the projection contour.
It is worth noting that the silhouette alignment term only
confines the projections of 3D shapes to 2D silhouettes,
which is not sufficient to resolve the ambiguity between
3D shapes and poses. Especially in our single-frame stereo
setting, even with class-specific priors regularizing the estimated pose, the 3D model often drifts away to better fit the
2D silhouettes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. We thus propose in
the next section to further enforce photometric consistency

(a) Iteration 1.
(b) Iteration 2.
(c) Iteration 3.
Fig. 3: Ambiguity between 3D shape and pose when using only the
silhouette alignment term. While fitting the shape projection (harder
contour) to the object segmentation (softer contour), the 3D pose
drifts away as shown in the bird’s-eye view on the left.

to favor poses and shapes that give less color inconsistencies
between the left and right images.
D. Photometric Consistency Term
By warping the object pixels from the left image Il to the
right Ir , the photometric consistency term measures the color
consistencies. For each pixel within the shape projection, we
determine the depth to the object surface through raycasting
and finding the intersection with the zero-level set in the SDF.
Using this depth and the current object pose, the pixels are
transformed from Il to Ir . Under the brightness constancy
assumption, when the pose and shape estimates of an object
are correct, the corresponding pixel intensities in the two
images should be the same. Our photometric consistency
term is formally defined as:
X X
1
Ephoto = 0
ωp ||rphoto (p̃)||γ , (4)
|Ω ||Np |
p∈Ω0 p̃∈Np


r
rphoto (p̃) = Ir Πc (Rrl Π−1
(5)
c (p̃, dp ) + tl ) − Il p̃ ,
where Ω0 is the set of the pixels that have intersecting
rays with the current shape surface, Np is a small image
neighborhood around p. For each pixel p̃ in Il , we warp it
to Ir based on the current depth of its central pixel dp and the
relative 3D rotation Rrl and translation trl . Πc (·) and Π−1
c (·)
are the camera projection and back-projection functions that
transform 3D coordinates to pixel coordinates and vice versa.
The photometric residual rphoto (p̃) is guarded by the Huber
norm || · ||γ and an image gradient based weighting ωp =
c2 /(c2 + ||∇Il (p)||22 ), where c is a constant and ∇Il (p)
is the image gradient at p. An example of the photometric
consistency residuals are shown in the middle of Fig. 2.

The idea behind the photometric consistency term is
analogous to direct image alignment applied in recent direct
visual odometry (VO) and SLAM methods [32]–[35]. The
difference is that instead of directly optimizing for the depth
of each pixel independently, in our case the pixel depths are
implicitly parameterized by the object pose and shape, i.e.,
dp = d(p, z, Toc ), which brings challenges when deriving
the derivative of rphoto wrt. z and Toc . Nevertheless, the
analytical Jacobians are still achievable and the thorough
derivations are provided on our project page.
E. Prior Terms
As cars can only locate on road surface and rotate along
the axis that is perpendicular to the road, we encode this
domain knowledge with two priors for the pose estimation.
Besides, since cars cannot have randomly diverse shapes, we
further regularize the estimated shape to be close to our mean
shape. Our prior term is therefore defined as:
Eprior = λ1 Eshape + λ2 Etrans + λ3 Erot ,
(6)
K
X
zi
(7)
Eshape =
( )2 ,
σ
i
i=1
Etrans = (tco (y) − g(tco (x, z))(y))2 ,

(8)

Erot = (1 − (Rco [0, −1, 0]> )> ng )2 ,

(9)

where λ1,2,3 are scalar weighting factors, σi is the Eigenvalue
of the i-th principal component; g(tco (x, z))(y) is the height
of the road plane at position tco (x, z) so that Etrans pulls the
bottom of the car close to the ground plane; Rco [0, −1, 0]>
is the direction vector of the negative object y-axis and ng
is the normal vector of the ground surface. Erot penalizes a
large difference between the two directions.
F. Adaptive Point Sampling
In previous works, the silhouette alignment term was
computed densely for all the pixels on GPUs [25]. While
the same implementation principal can be applied to the photometric consistency term, we observe that the dense pixel
field contains highly redundant information that contributes
only minor to both terms. Recent direct VO methods adopt
the idea to sample pixels with sufficient gradients and meanwhile favor a more spatially uniform distribution [34]–[37].
Besides reducing the computational burden, this strategy also
suppresses the ambiguous information being added to the
system. We observe that due to the reflections on the car
surfaces, this strategy becomes even more relevant in our
case and can drastically improve the convergence of the
photometric term. One issue, though, is the sampling strategy
proposed in [35] is adaptive and sometimes can still give very
imbalanced spatial distributions. This is undesired for the
silhouette alignment if too few pixels are sampled from the
object boundary area, as the corresponding 3D parts will not
be well constrained. We thus modify the adaptive sampling
in [35] to a two-round pipeline: The image is first discretized
into a regular grid and a threshold for each cell is computed
based on the gradient magnitudes of the pixels within it.
The image is then re-discretized using smaller cell size and

Fig. 4: Adaptive point sampling. Pixels are sampled to meet the
desired density for each object, preferring pixels with high image
gradient (green) but meanwhile maintaining a close to uniform
distribution (red).

pixels with gradients above the threshold are selected (green
in Fig. 4). This is identical as in [35]. In the second round,
we select the pixel with the highest gradient (red in Fig. 4)
for each cell that doesn’t get any sample from the previous
round. To ensure a consistent density for object instances
with different sizes in the image, we compute the numbers
to sample proportionally to the area of their bounding boxes
as 0.05 × height × width.
G. Occlusion Handling
When a car is occluded by other cars (the most common
case in traffic scenarios), we can extract an occlusion mask
using the bounding box of the occluded car and the segmentation masks of the occluding cars, as illustrated in Fig 5a-5c.
To this end, we sort all the cars appearing in the image based
on the bottom coordinates of their 2D bounding boxes and
thus they are ordered roughly according to their distances to
the camera. Then for each car we check if there is any closer
car overlapping with it and if yes we extract the occlusion
mask according to Fig 5a-5c. The occlusion mask is used
in the computations of both the silhouette alignment term
and the photometric consistency term to exclude the samples
from the occluded area, as shown in Fig 5d and 5e.
H. Optimization
Our final energy function is defined as the weighted sum
of the previously defined terms
l
r
E = λsilh Esilh
+ λsilh Esilh
+ Ephoto + Eprior ,
(10)
where λsilh is a scalar weighting factor. Note that all the
energy terms have quadratic forms except for Esilh , which
prevents the application of 2nd-order optimization methods.
While in the previous works Esilh is typically optimized using 1st-order methods like gradient descent, we reformulate
it as an iteratively reweighted least squares problem as
1 X 0 l/r
l/r
ωp (rsilh (p))2 ,
(11)
Esilh =
|Ω|
p∈Ω

where ωp0 = 1/rsilh (p) is recalculated in each iteration
based on the value of rsilh (p) of the current iteration. E is
thus optimized using Gauss-Newton for the variables [ξ oc ; z],
where ξ oc are the twist coordinates of the 3D rigid-body pose
of the object in the camera coordinate system and z is the
shape encoding vector. It is worth pointing out that previous
works [19], [38] stated that the process of rendering from 3D
shape to image is not differentiable due to the non-linearity
and hidden relationship between the two domains, and thus
opt for workarounds such as finite difference. We claim that

(a) Input image with (b) Segmentation masks (c) Occlusion mask. (d) Silhouette alignment
(e) Photometric
bounding box.
and bounding box.
residuals.
consistency residuals.
Fig. 5: Occlusion handling. For each object detection, we check if its 2D bounding box is overlapped by the segmentation mask of any
other object that is closer to the camera (5b). Such overlapping part is considered as the occlusion mask (5c) and is used in the computation
of both the silhouette alignment (5d) and the photometric consistency residuals (5e) to exclude pixels from the occluded part.
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Fig. 6: Quantitative evaluation on shape reconstruction. Our approach outperforms the geometric approach [1] in all measures.
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Fig. 7: Quantitative evaluation on pose estimation in comparison to
the geometric approach [1]. IoU=0.5 is used for computing these
precision-recall curves.

such process is actually fully differentiable. Please refer to
our project page for the details of all the analytical Jacobians.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Our method aims at estimating more precise and accurate
geometric properties than 3D bounding boxes for cars. To
demonstrate this ability, we separately evaluate its performances on 3D shape estimation and 3D pose refinement,
where the KITTI Stereo 2015 [39] and 3D Object [40] benchmarks are adopted for the two tasks respectively. Throughout
all our experiments, object masks are generated by MaskRCNN [9]. We set λsilh = 12, λ1 = 10, λ2 = 10 and
λ3 = 107 and Φmean is used as shape initialization. The CPU
implementation of our optimization runs at around 100ms per
object and 180ms per frame on KITTI. Porting to GPU may
yield further runtime improvement.
A. Shape Estimation
We first compare our method to the previously proposed
geometric approach [1], which fits the same PCA model to

the point cloud estimated by the dense stereo reconstruction
method ELAS [41]. To our knowledge it is so far the
only method that provides object shape evaluation. To be
consistent with [2], [43], we measure completeness (% of
ground-truth (GT) points with at least one estimated point
within a certain distance τ ), accuracy (% of estimated
points with at least one GT point within τ ) and F1 score
(2 · completeness · accuracy/(completeness + accuracy))
for the GT segments in the KITTI Stereo 2015 benchmark.
To more precisely measure the accuracy, we additionally
compute the RMSE: For each GT point, we search within τ
and compute the distance to the closest estimate point. The
RMSE is only computed for those GT points with matched
estimated points. We use 3DOP for pose initialization for
[1] and our method. The four metrics wrt. different τ are
displayed in Fig. 6, where our method outperforms the
geometric approach in all the four evaluations1 . Compared
to the laboratorial settings in [23]–[25] where only one
dominant car appears in the image, KITTI Stereo 2015
is much more challenging and contains cars with severe
truncation, occlusion and at large distance. This explains the
degraded performances of the geometric approach, as it lacks
occlusion handling and also the stereo reconstruction gets
drastically more noisy in faraway areas.
In Fig. 8, we qualitatively compare our method to
ELAS [41] and a recent deep learning based stereo reconstruction method PSMNet [42]. Although deep learning with
strong supervision has significantly improved the reconstruction quality, it still suffers at large distances. The results in
Fig. 8 validate the idea of introducing shape priors into the
pipeline. More qualitative results can be found in Fig. 10.
1 When comparing to Fig. 9 in [2], it is worth noting that the results there
are obtained from a subset of KITTI Stereo 2015.

Method
Mono3D [14]
Mono3D + Ours
Deep3DBox [15]
Deep3DBox + Ours
3DOP [12]
3DOP + Ours
MLF [16]
MLF + Ours

APbv (IoU=0.5)
Easy
Mode
Hard
11.70
9.62
9.32
23.53
16.54
15.30
29.99
23.74
18.81
44.89
29.99
24.41
48.73
35.20
30.95
59.40
39.43
33.54
55.03
36.73
31.27
63.10
37.97
31.84

APbv (IoU=0.7)
Easy
Mode
Hard
2.06
1.91
1.39
5.21
4.02
3.84
9.96
7.69
5.29
12.35
8.88
7.49
12.63
9.07
7.12
19.98
13.40
11.34
22.03
13.76
11.60
25.58
15.25
11.97

AP3D (IoU=0.5)
Easy
Mode
Hard
9.55
7.72
7.23
18.88
14.31
11.73
26.94
20.51
15.85
38.40
25.39
20.02
40.76
28.92
24.31
50.16
34.66
29.31
47.88
29.48
26.44
55.12
34.78
29.44

AP3D (IoU=0.7)
Easy
Mode
Hard
0.62
0.75
0.76
2.61
2.09
2.17
5.82
4.08
3.83
6.50
4.38
4.04
5.38
3.76
3.25
11.38
7.36
6.34
10.53
5.69
5.39
14.59
8.42
7.26

TABLE I: Average precision of bird’s eye view (APbv ) and 3D bounding boxes (AP3D ), evaluated on the KITTI 3D Object validation
set. Note that the KITTI Object Benchmark updated its evaluation script in 2017 which causes some inconsistent numbers in this table
and in the original papers.

Fig. 9: Qualitative results of 3D pose refinement. Each column shows the initial and the optimized pose (overlapped with the input image
and also in bird-eye view). GT poses are denoted by green boxes. Note that point clouds are not used in our optimization.

Fig. 10: Qualitative results of 3D shape and pose estimation.

B. Pose Refinement
Same as above, we first compare our method to the
geometric approach [1]. Based on the GT provided by KITTI
3D Object, we compute the precision-recall curves for 3D
bounding boxes for the three pre-defined difficulties. The
results are shown in Fig 7, where our method delivers better
3D pose estimates for all the difficulties. In the categories
Moderate and Hard, as many cars are occluded and only part
of the object 3D points can be reconstructed, fitting the 3D
model to the incomplete point cloud would generally worsen
the pose estimation. The qualitative results of our 3D pose
refinement on two example images can be found in Fig. 9.
In the next experiment we demonstrate the pose refinements of our method over 4 deep learning based 3D detectors, namely Mono3D [14], Deep3DBox [15], 3DOP [12]
and MLF [16]. We use the validation splits provided by [12],
[15] and compute the average precisions for bird’s eye view
(APbv ) and 3D bounding boxes (AP3D ). The results in

Table I shows that our method hugely boosts the performances of all the tested methods under all the settings,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method on 3D
pose refinement. Some qualitative results of our method in
challenging real-world scenarios can be found in Fig. 10.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We propose a new approach for joint vehicle pose and
shape estimation based on an energy function combining
photometric and silhouette alignment. Our method delivers
much more precise and useful information than the current
3D detectors that focus on estimating bounding boxes. In our
experiments we demonstrate superior performance over the
previous geometric method in both pose and shape estimation. We also demonstrate that our approach can significantly
boost the performance of learning-based 3D object detectors.
In future work, we are planning to extend our approach to a
local window of multiple frames and integrate it into a visual
SLAM system.
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